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Abstract 

The SARS-COVID-19 epidemic is still spreading rapidly globally. Contact Tracing has played an 
important role during this emergency in identifying the people most likely to be high 
spreaders of the virus. 

Graph Data Science has recently come to the forefront in analysing connected data on a 
knowledge graph. It included various types of algorithms supporting graph analytics and 
machine learning workflows. Using GDS we can execute these algorithms we find the 
optimized result in Neo4j platform 

This research explores the use of graph data science in the context of contact tracing. 
Common real-world scenarios are explored using Neo4j, the leading graph database 
management system. Graph Data Science algorithms including PageRank, betweenness 
centrality, Louvain community detection, label propagation, shortest path algorithms are 
explored, and results visualised. Results prove to be insightful. 

 

Keywords: graph database, cypher, graph algorithm, overlap similarity, graph data model, 

neo4j, python, page rank, community detection, label propagation, Louvain community 

detection, node2vec. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Business Problem 

Contact Tracing can help to stop the spread of virus through identifying the right person at a 

right time and by taking the clinical care by providing the quarantine emergency contacts. Our 

Contact Tracing dataset includes the person health status and their time when they are 

getting in touch with the normal person and the destination with their target.  

Contact following is an intercession where a record case with affirmed disease is gotten some 

information about contact individuals who were in danger of getting disease from the record 

case inside a given timeframe before the positive test result. These contacts are then followed 

and informed regarding their danger, isolated, and tried if qualified for testing as per public 

testing rules. This requires upscaling of ordinary contact following limit. The capability of cell 

phone applications to help contact following is generally talked about and such innovation 

has been utilized in a few nations like South Korea what's more Taiwan. Albeit these nations 

have effectively diminished case numbers, no causal connection between utilization of 

application innovation and pestilence control has yet been shown. 

We are using Neo4j to focus on data modelling. Data consist of sick and healthy person data 

and their present time and the targeted time in Mall, grocery, restaurant and many more 

places. As neo4j is an open-source database implemented in java as a fully transactional 

database where we can see the result in graph format other than table format. 

The main advantages and characteristics of using graph database: - 

• Information can be seen in optimized format than compared to relational 

database. 

• Easy to understand due to their natural form of information representation in 

graph format. 

• They are easily adapted over time because the data insertion and deletion are very 

agile. 

• It supports the data storage up to petabytes. 

• New data types can also be added and optimization for data mining operation. 

1.2 Research Problem 

Contact Tracing is a primary means of controlling the spread of SARS-CoV-2 virus. In this paper 

we have present a methodology for evaluating the appropriate level of investment in contact 

tracing. We develop and apply a simulation model of contact tracing and the spread of an 

infectious disease among a network of individuals to evaluate the cost and effectiveness of 

different levels of contact tracing. We show that contact tracing is likely to have diminishing 

returns to scale in investment: incremental investments in contact tracing yield diminishing 

reductions in disease prevalence. 

Research Question: Effectiveness of Contact Tracing using a knowledge graph and Graph Data 

Science. 

Aim: To predict the spread of diseases from sick to healthy person 
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Objective: Explore graph data science algorithm and graph learning to predict the spread of 

diseases and help in controlling the spread of Covid-19. 

Hypothesis: In this paper we set our hypothesis that if sick person is travelling to the public 

places there is likely chance that healthy people who all are getting in touch with that sick 

person are going to be infected. Thus, the main hypothesis is to trace the how people are 

getting infected, and this is done by using the graph algorithms available recently on Graph 

database platforms (Neo4j). 

Conclusion: I would like to finish up saying that I have clearly explained questions, research 

destinations, speculation to be tried and the purpose behind choosing the relevant topic.  

1.3 Scope 

This research would help us to trace the spread of SARS-CoV-2 virus by using graph 

algorithms with the wide range of machine learning techniques provided by neo4j. The 

following graph algorithms we have used: 

1) Page Rank 

2) Label Propagation 

3) Louvain Community  

4) Betweenness centrality 

5) Overlap Similarity 

1.4 Limitations  

Only important data from the entire dataset has been considered to detect the spread of 

virus. Since, I was working on laptop we had to consider the subset of the data.For the 

knowledge graph the queries should be written in Cypher Query Language. 

1.5 Dissertation Roadmap  

Roadmap is necessary to plan strategically to achieve a goal and desired outcome. The 

following diagram explains the milestones needed to reach it. 

 

Figure 1 Dissertation Roadmap 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
In literature review, I would be like to compare the various research did using Neo4j on 

contact tracing. 

A person-to-person and person-to-place COVID-19 Contact Tracing System based on OGC 

Indoor GML author (Liang,2020) in this research paper they have focused on digital person-

to-person contact tracing application using proximity sensors. This paper focused on contact 

tracing within indoor places using open OGC Indoor GML standard. Result showed that the 

91.8% of semantically invalid real-world trajectory points are filtered out. However, the 

spread of infection from person-to-person has been increased by 59.3%. 

Digital Contact Tracing Based on a Graph Database Algorithm for Emergency Management 

During the COVID-19 Epidemic by (Mao, 2021) used a graph database algorithm to process 

the complex relational network. In this he made use of algorithms which was relied on 

government big data platform to analyse multisource Covid-19 data and using neo4j they 

were able to identify the networks of relationships among high-risk infected individuals, the 

general population, vehicles, and public places to identify and trace the spread of virus. They 

concluded the organizational and technical process of digital contact tracing in Hainan 

Province based on data analyses and by questioning few people.  

Multi-resistant Bacterial Infection Surveillance using a Graph Database with Spatio-temporal 

Information by (Morales,2021) used the epidemiologist to detect the spread of infection 

either by carrying out contact tracing or identifying the main factors which lead to transmit 

of diseases by conventional relational database. They have made used of graph database for 

complex relationships if required to trace the infection. They have proposed three important 

which are advance in formal modelling, specific algorithms for graph analysis and visualisation 

tools. They concluded that modelling of graph using neo4j is very flexible, but it is necessary 

to advance fuzzy relations to the problem like epidemiology. 

Contact-Tracing based on Time-Varying Graphs Analysis by (Zimeo, Goglia, 2020) in this paper 

they have exploded the spread of SARS-COV2 virus by building the graphs for early detection 

of critical identities in order to stop the spread of virus .They stated the people made specific 

apps and device for contact tracing so that when person enters the specific location for test 

and if he tested positive the other people entering that same location for test he will be 

getting alert through which the spread of infection can be stopped. They use an architecture 

and an algorithm to identify the quasi-real-time critical spots by showing the time varying 

graphs by scanning Bluetooth advertisement. 

 

COVID-19 - A Graph Network Approach by (Satluri, 2021) uses CDC open-source data on 

affected population. It creates a knowledge graph to measure the similarity between COVID-

19 cases and identifying the people who are at high risk from their location and ethnicity. 

Using that they found out the correlations between distinct factors and segregate the people 

from the COVID-19 patient. They made use of Jaccard similarity coefficient in knowledge 

graph to identify the relationship between COVID-10 cases as well as to predict the general 
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people in that vicinity. Using Jaccard similarity they were successfully able to identify the 

relationship between COVID-19 cases and their characteristics with use of knowledge graph. 

They also stated that using a knowledge graph for the big data is faster using cypher queries 

and can also extent the database if needed without disrupting the current functionality. 

 

Knowledge Graphs and COVID-19: Opportunities, Challenges, and Implementation by 

(Kejriwal, 2020) in this paper he has mentioned that use of knowledge graph to play an 

important role in fight against COVID-19. The paper also states the challenges and ongoing 

collaborative implementations of COVID -19 in industry and academic. They have explained 

the knowledge graph and their potential for domain experts. With help of knowledge graph, 

they derived COVID-19 virus into ‘computable, multi-model, cause and effect knowledge 

model. The authors also concluded the information on pertinent to potential drug targets for 

COVID-19 in which the virus enters host. 

 

Impact of delays on effectiveness of contact tracing strategies for COVID-19: a modelling 

study by ( Rozhnova, 2020) explains that as the number of COVID cases are decreasing the 

government is lifting the lockdown but to avoid a greater number of cases they identify the 

key factors for a contact tracing. They evaluated the impact of timeliness and completeness 

of contact tracing using a stochastic mathematical model with time delay between time of 

infection and the spread of diseases. They took various factors into consideration like the 

people who came into relation with the affected people as well the people who casually met 

affected people and the people who took the covid test despite the symptoms and those who 

came positive. They can make a comparative analysis between how a mobile app and a 

conventional approach can increases the effectiveness of contact tracing. They concluded 

that the conventional contact tracing has a longer tracing delay and lower tracing coverage 

than a strategy based on mobile app. 

Centrality Algorithm by (Hoare, 2021) explains that centrality algorithm is used to understand 

the roles of specific nodes in the graph and what is their impact on that network. Using these 

will be able to find out the important nodes which will help us to understand the group 

dynamic such as credibility, accessibility, and the speed at which things are spread and 

connection between the group. In this paper she has also explained in detail about the page 

rank, degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, eigenvector centrality 

and why it is use. This research concluded that we could use centrality algorithm for wide 

ranges depending on the output and to locate optimal touch points for information and to 

find any hidden nodes that control the flow of resources, 

Better Approximation of Betweenness Centrality by (Schultes, 2008) explain that the 

betweenness centrality is the number of the shortest paths going through a node. Exact 

computations are difficult are for large network, so we must use approximation algorithms. 

In this paper they propose a framework for unbiased approximation of betweenness using 

schemes and got a good approximation for betweenness of the nodes which were not 

important. They, concluded that Brande’s algorithm is a versatile method for approximation 
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canonical centrality for huge data and stated that for the small network the linear variant 

works best 

The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search Engine by (Brin, 2021) explained that 

google uses the page rank algorithm ,anchor text, proximity information to show the pages 

on the website. The primary goal of this research paper is to provide high quality search result 

to the user over the world wide web 

 

An Efficient Partition-Based Parallel PageRank Algorithm by (Rungsawang, 2005) stated that 

page rank is the well-known re-ranking technique of the search result due to its iterative 

nature, but the computation takes more time and resource for its execution. This research 

explains the detailed about the efficient way to compute the page rank score of very dense 

web graph. Page rank algorithm runs on low-cost parallel environment like pc. They 

concluded that the page rank is a very successful technique behind the google but they have 

only mentioned the limitations that the PageRank scores for a very large web graph is not 

trivial.  

Community Detection algorithm by (Hoare, 2021) states that community detection exists in 

all the networks and to identify them is important for evaluating group behaviour and 

emergent phenomena. She also states that the reason to find the community is to understand 

the relationship between the members within that group and to find the relation outside that 

group to find the nested relationship and prepare data for analyses. It helps use to visualize 

the general inspection of nodes and their relationship. She concluded that the community 

detection algorithm is useful for understanding the connected between nodes and help us to 

make group in a graph. 

Distributed Louvain Algorithm for Graph Community Detection by (Ghosh, 2018) states that 

the nodes tend to be organized into small modules known as communities or clusters and 

nodes within that cluster are more likely to be linked to each other and heuristic for that 

modularity optimization is known as Louvain method. They have designed a distributed 

memory implementation of Louvain algorithm for parallel community detection. They 

concluded that modularises obtained by different parallel algorithm are best compared to the 

multithread Louvain implementation. 

 

Label Propagation Prediction of Drug-Drug Interactions Based on Clinical Side Effects by 

(Wang, 2015) used the label propagation framework to predict the drug infection by 

integrating the side effects extracted from the package, clinical side effects, FDA adverse 

event reporting system and chemical structures from PubChem. They use label propagation 

algorithm for validation of effectiveness of the drug.  By applying the proposed algorithm to 

1,626 small-molecule drugs which have one or more SE profiles, we obtained 145,068 

predicted DDIs 

Eliciting correlations between components selection decision cases in software architecting 

by (Mohamed Ali Ahmed) is using five similarity algorithms to find the correlation decision 
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while for software architecting. While designing the software architecture decision processing 

is the most important challenge and to identify that they are using similarity algorithm. In this 

paper they concluded that 3 algorithms can be used as a source to support for decision making 

process. 

Graph Database Applications and Concepts with Neo4j by (Justin J.Miller) explains the Graph 

database which is an viable alternative to relational database system. In this paper it has 

clearly compared the relational database system and graph database focusing on the data 

structure, data model features and query facilities. They concluded that using graph database 

we can developed a new way to model our data even if the data is unparalleled in information 

storage. 

Motivation for research question 

From the above literature it is evident that the current research of contact tracing is 

conducted by using different graph database algorithms to get the desire output. In the above 

information we get to know that many researchers have used mobile app technology, 

timeliness methods but the most prominent method of graph visualisation is using 

neo4j.Graph Database aims at the effective modelling tools when we to focus on relationship 

between entities. Data modelling and the relationship between the nodes can be represented 

by the graph using cypher queries. The graph database optimised the densely and interrelated 

data. The implementations that made available from the Neo4j’s Java API, the REST interface 

is of two types one is Gremlin and other is Cypher. Cypher is easy and like SQL and Gremlin is 

domain specific (DSL). 
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Chapter 3 – Research Methodology  
This research is conducted using CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) 

was developed by Daimler Chrysler (then Daimler-Benz), SPSS (then ISL) and NCR in 1999, 

CRISP-DM 1.0 version was published and is complete and documented. It provides a uniform 

framework and guidelines for data miners. It consists of six phases or stages which are well 

structured and defined. 

We are using Crisp-Dm procedure to detect the infected person and see how many healthy 

people are getting affected at different places. The final goal of the project was to understand 

the contact tracing by passing queries and using ML in Neo4j.The initial projects was 

performed using mobile app contact tracing strategies and many more. The CRISP-DM aims 

to make us easy to process large data sets which will be beneficial for data mining industry 

with les cost, more reliable, more repeatable, and faster and more manageable. 

 

Figure 2 Crisp Dm 

The above diagram shows the flow of 6 stages which will show the flow of the process and 

which stage is dependent on which phase. The 6 phases of crisp-dm are as follow:  

Tools used 

There are two approaches which we can use for our dataset for prediction. 

1) By using Python 
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2) By using NoSQL. 

1) By using Python  

Using this approach, we can first import data into data frames and then apply appropriate 

code to get the desired result. In our research first we have connected neo4j to python to 

check the relationship and cardinalities. By using python, we also got to know the most 

crowded places and from where the infection can be spread widely. 

2) By using NoSQL. 

There are two types of database queries which we can use to get the desired output. First is 

SQL (Relational Database) and NoSQL (not only SQL). In this research we are using graph 

databases (Neo4J) focusing on aspects such as data structures, data model features and query 

facilities. 

Graph database is a viable device for modelling data when an attention on the relationship 

between entities is a main thrust in the plan of a data model. Data Modelling and the 

relationship between nodes and the entities can be represented in graphical way by using 

neo4j. Neo4j uses the Graph Query Language (GQL) called Cypher. Cypher uses ASCII-art to 

depict graphs. Cypher is an easy to learn language. It can be used for creating and retrieving 

relations between data without the use of complex queries like Joins. Using neo4j we can 

show the graphs properties like attributed, labelled, direct multi-graph. A graph is an object 

which contains the nodes and the relationship. Nodes have the properties and are organized 

by relationship which also have properties. A traversal navigates a graph and identifies paths 

which order nodes and graph can be used as directed and undirected graph based in on the 

cypher queries. 

Graph Data Science Library 

The Neo4j Graph Data Science Library is the examination motor of this structure, making it 

conceivable to resolve complex inquiries regarding framework elements and gathering 

conduct. Data scientists benefit from a customized, flexible data structure for global 

computations and a repository of powerful, robust graph data science algorithms to rapidly 

figure results more than huge number of nodes. The GDS Library incorporates solidified 

diagram calculations with big business highlights, as deterministic cultivating for steady 

outcomes. Also, with chart embeddings and prepared models within the investigation work 

area, you can make expectations about your diagram from inside Neo4j. 

3.1 Business Understanding 

This is the first phase of the crisp-dm. In this phase we focus on understanding the projects 

objectives and requirements from a business perspective. After this by using all the 

information we will convert this information into data mining problem definition and design 

a plan to achieve the objective. 

The aim of my research is to understand the contact tracing using neo4j graph and node 

embedding predict how many healthy people would have meet the sick person and what is 

the probability that healthy person will be getting affected. Using neo4j we will also help to 
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detect the places visited by sick person and what is the target time and whom did he affected 

and for how long. The objective of this research is to use the Graph Data Science Library and 

various Graph algorithms of the Graph Data Science Library. For this, a Popular NoSQL 

Database Neo4j has been used to store the Contact tracing Dataset. The study has been 

conducted for the “Contact Tracing using Graph Algorithms and exploring graph analytics in a 

Graph Database (Neo4j)” 

 
3.2 Data Understanding 

This phase is the second phase of crisp-dm in which we must first understand the initial data 

collection and proceeds with the following required steps to understand the data and to 

understand the problems with the data quality. In this phase we can also detect interesting 

subsets to form hypotheses to check any hidden information related to our data. 

Contact tracing dataset consist of 5616 rows of data and 21 columns. For contact tracing we 

will have to understand the health status of the people. Our data consist of sick and healthy 

person and the places travel by these people. We can also see that the time targeted time by 

sick people when he is coming across healthy person and what is the location. From our 

dataset we also understood that whether the diseases is spreading through person or through 

normal visit. The following are the column of contact tracing  

• Identity – the specific identity of the person 

• Spreading – how the diseases is spread 

 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Identify integer unique identity  

Outspread string Virus spreading 

Healthstatus string Health Status of person 

Name string Name 

Id integer Identity of person getting 
infected 

Confirmedtime string Time of person get COVID 19 
virus 

AddresslocationSrid string Location of person getting 
infected 

Addresslocation/x string Location of person getting 
infected at x co-ordinates 

Addresslocation/y string Location of person getting 
infected at x co-ordinates 

Addresslocation/z string Location of person getting 
infected at x co-ordinates 

Duration string time when sick person 
comes in contact with an 
healthy person 
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Endtime string End time when sick person 
stops spreading virus to 
healthy person 

StartTime string Start time when sick person 
starts spreading virus to 
healthy person 

Type string Location where infected 
person meets healthy 
person 

Homelocation/srid string Home location of healthy 
person 

Homelocation/x string Home location of healthy 
person at x co-ordinates 

Homelocation/y string Home location of healthy 
person at y co-oridnates 

Homelocation/z string Home location of healthy 
person at z co-oridnates 

Figure 3.2 Data Structure of Contact Tracing 

3.3 Data Preparation  

This phase includes all the activities to construct the final dataset from the initial raw data 

before feeding the data into different modelling tools. This task can be performed multiple 

times irrespective of the order. Tasks include table, record and attribute selection, data 

cleaning, construction of new attributes and transformation of data for data modelling tools. 

 

Figure 3 Data preparation for contact tracing 

The following steps are required to process the data. 

The data set consist of 5616 rows of data. It is the data of the healthy and sick person in 

Belgium between April and May. 

The initial data has 500 sick people and healthy people and places visited by them. The target 

time when sick people is infecting normal people with start and end target time and what is 

the location. 
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Then data pre-processing in where we are formatting data and selecting the column to get 

the desired output. If needed, we can clean and process the data by using python by exporting 

the csv file into desktop and then apply python codes to clean the data. 

By using cypher queries we can get the final output. 

The following steps will help us to understand the connection of neo4j with to the clear idea 

on the node and their relationship. 

 

Figure 4 Neo4j Desktop interface 

 

 

Figure 5 Installing the plugins 
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Figure 6 Nodes and relationship 

 
RDBMS uses the Structured query language for data insertion, updating and deletions is based 

in relational algebra and tuple relational calculus. In RDBMS data is stored in highly structured 

in table format with specific types and many rows of detailed information. The table in the 

database are linked through each other by primary and foreign key relationship. In RDBMS 

we have entity-Relationship Model whereas in Graph Data model we use graph database. 

 

 

Figure 7 Contact Tracing Visualisation 
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In the above graph model, the circle elements denote the nodes and arrows between two 

nodes denote the relationships. The nodes being created are Person, Place, Continent, 

Region, Country, Bloom Perspective. The relationship are VISITS, PART_OF, LOCATED_AT. 

The nodes and the relationship created as follows: 

(Person)- [:VISITS] -->Place 

(Place)- [:PART_OF] -->Continent 

(Place)- [:PART_OF] -->Country  

(Country)- [:PART_OF] -->Region 

(Continent)- [:PART_OF] -->Region 

(Continent)- [:PART_OF] -->Country 

(Person) – [:PERFORMS_VISIT] --> Visit 

(Visit) – [:LOCATED_AT] --> Place 

3.4 Modelling 

In this phase the selection of the modelling technique using GDS library and algorithms has 

been performed. Under this phase I used the different cypher queries were executed to find 

the proposed solution. At this phase I have used the various algorithms such as page rank, 

betweenness centrality, label propagation, degree of centrality. 

Betweenness Centrality 

Betweenness is a measure of the centrality of a node is calculated as the shortest paths 

between node pairs which computes single-source shortest paths (SSSP). SSSP is executed by 

thread with higher parallelism for a subset of source node. Betweenness is a measure of the 

influence a node has over the spread of information through the network. In this the 

information spreads only on the shortest paths. There are two common strategies for 

selecting subset of nodes in betweenness centrality which are random and degree. The 

betweenness centrality of the node v is given by expression: 

g(v)=𝑔(𝑣) = ∑
𝝈𝒔𝒕(𝒗)

𝝈𝒔𝒕𝑠≠𝑣≠𝑡  

where 𝜎𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑠 the total no of shortest path from node s to node t  and 𝜎𝑠𝑡 (v) is the no of 

those path that pass-through v. 

Closeness Centrality 

We use Closeness Centrality is a way of detecting nodes which can spread information 

through a subgraph. The measure of a node’s centrality is its inverse distance to all other 

nodes and nodes with a high closeness score have the shortest distances from all other nodes. 

For each node, the Closeness Centrality algorithm calculates the sum of its distances to all 

other nodes, based on calculating the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes. The resulting 
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sum is then inverted to determine the closeness centrality score for that node. Closeness 

Centrality of a node is calculated using the following formula: 

𝐶(𝑢) =
1

∑ 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑛=1
𝑣=1

 

Where u is node, n is the no of nodes in the graph; 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) is the shortest is the shortest-path 

distance between another node 𝑣 and 𝑢. The formula of the normalized centrality is as follow: 

   

𝐶(𝑢) =
𝑛 − 1

∑ 𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣)𝑛=1
𝑣=1

 

Linked Prediction for Machine Learning 

Linked prediction is a machine learning task applied to graph and the data is split into two test 

which are test and train. The predicted links between two noes where relationship exist 

should ne undirected. Using this algorithm, we will able to find out the closeness of pair od 

node in the network and we will able to identify the relationship between them. The neo4j 

GDS library consist of following algorithms 

 

Adamic Adar – Compute the closeness of node based on shared neighbors. It is evaluated by 

the following formula: 

𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑
1

log |𝑁(𝑢)|
𝑢∈𝑁(𝑥)∩𝑁(𝑦)

 

Where 𝑁(𝑢) is the set of the adjacent node to 𝑢. 

Common Neighbors – Two strangers’ nodes have some common relationship. It is evaluated 

by the following formula: 

𝐶𝑁(𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦)| 

where N(x) is the set of nodes adjacent to node x, and N(y) is the set of nodes adjacent to 

node y 

Preferential attachment: Compute the closeness of node based on the shared neighbour. 

 

𝑃𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑁(𝑥)| ∗ |𝑁(𝑦)| 

Where 𝑁(𝑢) is the set of the adjacent node to 𝑢. 

Resource Allocation: Even this is measured on the closeness of node based on the shared 

neighbor. 
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𝑅𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑
1

𝑁(𝑢)
𝑢∈𝑁(𝑥)∩𝑁(𝑦)

 

Where 𝑁(𝑢) is the set of the adjacent node to 𝑢. 

Same community: When two nodes belong to same node. 

Total Neighbors: calculates the unique no of nodes particular node can have. 

𝑇𝑁(𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑁(𝑥) ∪ 𝑁(𝑦)| 

where 𝑁(𝑥) is the set of nodes adjacent to 𝑥, and 𝑁(𝑦) is the set of nodes adjacent to 𝑦. 

 

Page Rank  

Page Rank algorithm is used to find the incoming nodes and who is having more influence on 

our dataset. It measures the number and quality of incoming relationship to node to 

determine an estimation of hoe that node is important. The aim behind finding the influencing 

node is to find the more important node. It is done often with the weighted relationship and 

the scores over many iterations. 

𝑃𝑅(𝑢) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑(
𝑃𝑅(𝑇1)

𝐶(𝑇1)
+ ⋯ +

𝑃𝑅(𝑇𝑛)

𝐶(𝑇𝑛)
 

 

• We assume that a page has citations from pages to 

• 𝑑 is a damping factor which is set between 0 and 1. It is usually set to 0.85  

• 1 − 𝑑 is the probability that a node is reached directly without following any relationships. 

• 𝐶(𝑇𝑛)is defined as the out-degree of a node. 

 
There are some limitations while using page rank algorithm like if there is no relationship from 

within a group of pages then it is considered a spider trap. Page rank can occur when a 

connection between pages is going into infinite loop. The cycle stops when there is no 

outgoing relationship between nodes. 

 

Louvain Community Detection 

Louvain Community Detection is the community algorithm for detecting communities in 

networks. It maximizes a modularity score for each community, where the modularity 

quantifies the quality of an assignment of nodes to communities. This means that the 

algorithm evaluates how much more densely connected the nodes within a community are, 

compared to how connected they would be in a random network. On each iteration the 

Louvain algorithm recursively merges communities into a single node and executes the 
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modularity clustering on the condensed graphs. Louvain community algorithm is a 

hierarchical clustering algorithm that merges serval nodes or communities into single node 

and give us the result into modularity clustering. This method runs in time𝑂(𝑛. 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛) where 

n is the no of nodes in the network 

 
Label Propagation algorithm  
 
Label Propagation algorithm (LPA) is a semi-supervise machine learning algorithm which is 
used to find communities in the densely connected group of nodes. Label Propagation 
algorithm is used to find the overlapping community structure in a very large network. It does 
not require any pre-defined objective function or prior information to detect the communities 
using network structure. LPA works by propagating labels throughout the network and 
forming communities based on this process of label propagation. The main reason to use this 
algorithm is the single label can quickly become dominant in a densely connected group of 
nodes. But there is also a disadvantage in using this is that it will cause a problem while 
crossing a sparsely connected region. Labels will get trapped inside a densely connected group 
of nodes, and those nodes that end up with the same label when the algorithms finish can be 
considered part of the same community. The community in this algorithm is based on the 
community in which group of nodes is related to every other node and have a similarity with 

each other. The formula is based on number of edges which are no of degree. Let 𝑑𝑖
𝑖𝑛  and 

𝑑𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 be the degree of node i within and outside of its group U then U is the strong community  

if   𝑑𝑖
𝑖𝑛   > 𝑑𝑖

𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∀∈ 𝑈.If ∑ 𝑑𝑖
𝑖𝑛

𝑖∈𝑈  > ∑ 𝑑𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑖∈𝑈  then it is an weak community. Where 2 D is the 
diagonal matrix. 
 
FastRp 
 
FastRp algorithm is a scalable algorithm and used for distributed node representation in an 
graph. It is fast then node2vec and Deep Walk algorithm while achieving real world networks. 
Using this algorithm, we take care of the similarities between nodes and their neighbour. The 

algorithm uses the intermediate embedding 𝑒𝑛
𝑖  for each node 𝑛 and is shown by following 

formula and where m ranges over neighbours of n and 𝑒𝑛
0 is the node’s initial random vector. 

𝑒𝑛
𝑖 = 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑒𝑚

𝑖−1) 

3.5 Evaluation 

These algorithms are non-deterministic in nature, and it follows unsupervised machine 

learning. We are using page rank algorithm to find the number and incoming relationships 

to a Person node and how the Person node is important. Label propagation algorithm is 

used to find the Person community and what influence the person node has on other 

communities. Using Betweenness centrality we will be able to the influence on normal 

person due to sick person. We have evaluate the following business use cases:- 

1) Find two different places visited by sick people using Linked Predication 

2) Sick people affecting the normal people 

3) Page rank to detect the healthiest person to be affected from a sick person 

4) Betweenness Centrality use to find the shortest path between the nodes. 
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5) We are using Louvain Community to detect the clustering of sick people and their 

count 

6) We are using the following query to detect the sick people who are affecting the 

healthiest people and what is the location 

7) We are using the following query to detect the sick people who are affecting the 

healthiest people and what is the location 

8)  Name of the healthy person who is at the highest risk of being getting infected. 

9) No of places visited by sick person 

10) Using shortest path algorithm to find the top 10 places visited by sick person 

3.6 Deployment 

Result would be Deployed in automated and implemented in an app or web app 

3.7 Research Flow Diagram 

 

 

Figure 8  Flow Diagram of the research 

 

The above digram shows the overall architecture design conducted for this research.It 

shows the detailed pipeline used for this research. 
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Chapter 4 – Results and Discussion 
Exploratory data analysis 

The following visualization are performed on neo4j Knowledge graph 

Step1: Connecting neo4j and python by passing the password and url and the name of the 

connection we will be able to connect the neo4j to out python book. 

 

Step 2: Calculate numbers for nodes and cardinalities of node labels  

 

 

Figure 9 Node and cardinalities count 

Step 3: A visual representation of the cardinalities in python 
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Figure 10 Graph visualisation of nodes cardinalities 

Step 4 : Calculate the cardinalities of relationships 

 

 

Figure 11 Count Relationship 

 

Figure 12 Graph visualisation of relationship 
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Step 5: Places visited by most of the sick people 

 

 

Figure 13 Bar graph of places 

From the above we get to know that grocery shop is visited by most of the sick people and 

healthy people who are in grocery shop are at the risk of being infected. 

4.1 Business Scenario 

The following 10 business use cases are presented below: 

Case 1 : Find two different places visited by sick people using Linked Predication 

MATCH (p:Person {healthstatus:"Sick"}) 
WITH p LIMIT 1 
MATCH path = (p)-[:VISITS]->(pl:Place)<-[:VISITS]-(p2:Person {healthstatus:"Healthy"}) 
RETURN path; 
 

 

Figure 14 Sick people visiting to various places 
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We are using common neighbor algorithm which is type of Linked Prediction to find the 

number of people visiting the two common places. Common neighbors capture the idea 

that two strangers’ places who have been visited by sick people in common are more likely 

to be introduced than those who don’t have any connection in common. 

z 

 

From the above result we get to know that 12 sick people are visiting the Place nr 66 as well 

as Place nr 99 

Case 2: Sick people affecting the normal people 

 

Figure 15 Sick person infecting healthy person 

From the above table we get to know that sick person Saniyah Fuller is affecting the Yosef 

Higgins who is a Healthy person along with their start time the time which sick person started 

infecting and the spreader end time the time which the spreader stops infecting the healthy 

person. We will also get to know about the place visited by spreader and what time the 

healthy person started getting infected and end time when target person stops getting 

infected 

Case 3: Page rank to detect the healthiest person to be affected from a sick person 

We are using write property in page rank 
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MATCH (p:Person) WHERE EXISTS(p.pagerank) 
RETURN p.name as name, p.pagerank AS pagerank 
ORDER BY pagerank DESC LIMIT 10; 
 

 

Figure 16 Page rank 

From the above query we get to know that Tyshawn Ayala is have the highest page rank 

followed by Ariana Wells. 

Case 4: Betweenness Centrality use to find the shortest path between the nodes.  

 

 

 
MATCH (p:Person) WHERE EXISTS(p.betweenness) 
RETURN p.name as name, p.pagerank AS pagerank, p.betweenness AS betweenness 
ORDER BY betweenness DESC 
LIMIT 10; 
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Figure 17 Page Rank and Betweenness 

 

From the above get to know that the Reyna Gray as highest page rank as well as 

betweenness centrality followed by Alayna Greene. 

Case 5: We are using Louvain Community to detect the clustering of sick people and their 

count 

 

 
 

MATCH (p:Person {healthstatus:"Sick"}) 
RETURN  DISTINCT  p.louvain, count(p) 
ORDER BY COUNT(p) DESC; 
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Figure 18 Louvain Community Detection 

 

From the above table we get to know they have assigned the ID to Person and the person 
with the assigned 497 have formed 35 community. 
 

Case 6: We are using the following query to detect the sick people who are affecting the 

healthiest people and what is the location 

 

 
Figure 19 Sick Person affecting healthy person and the location 
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From the above graph we get to know that Saniyah Fuller is the sickest person who is 

actively spreading the diseases to a healthy person and the location where maximum 

healthy people are getting affected is the Mall. 

 

Figure 20 Sick people visiting places and infecting normal people 

 

Case 7: We are using the following query to detect the sick people who are affecting the 

healthiest people and what is the location 

MATCH (p:Person {healthstatus:"Sick"})-[v:VISITS]->(pl:Place) 
WITH DISTINCT pl.name as placename, count(v) AS nrofsickvisits, apoc.node.degree.in(pl,'VI
SITS') AS totalnrofvisits 
ORDER BY nrofsickvisits DESC LIMIT 10 
RETURN placename AS Place, nrofsickvisits As SickPersonVisits, totalnrofvisits as TotalNoOfP
ersonVisit, round(toFloat(nrofsickvisits)/toFloat(totalnrofvisits)*10000)/100 AS PercentageO
fSickVisits; 
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Figure 21 Place visited by total sick people 

Figure 4.12 The places visited by sick person and total people and the result is shown in 
percentage 

From the above table we get to know that place nr 23 is visited 42 sick people and 25 

healthy person and we have also calculated the percentage of visit by sick people. 

 

Figure 22 Name of sick people visiting place 
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Case 8: Name of the healthy person who is at the highest risk of being getting infected. 

 

Figure 23 Overlap 

From the above table we detected that the Alexandria Ken is at high risk of getting COVID-

19. 

Case 9: No of places visited by sick person 

 

Figure 24 Total places visited by sick person 
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Case 10:   Using shortest path algorithm to find the top 10 places visited by sick person and 

the places visited by top 10 sick people. 

 

 

Figure 25 Shortest path algorithm 

 

Graph Embedding 

Graph embedding is the representation of the nodes and relationships in a graph as feature 

vectors. These are merely collections of features that have dimensional map‐ pings, such as 

the (x,y,z). Graph embedding uses graph data slightly differently than in connected feature 

extraction. It enables us to represent entire graphs, or subsets of graph data, in a numerical 

format ready for machine learning tasks. This is especially useful for unsupervised learning, 

where the data is not categorized because it pulls in more contextual information through 

relationships. Graph embedding is also useful for data exploration, computing similarity 

between entities, and reducing dimensionality to aid in statistical analysis. 

To build this I have used NEuler.It is an NEuler UI supported by Neo4j Graph Data Science 

Library 

Node2vec 

Node2vec is based on random walks of the neighbouring nodes. This algorithm trains the 

single layer neural network to predict that node will likely to reappear in the walk based 
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approach of the other node. It has special parameter can be used to control the breadth 

first or depth first searches. 

 

Figure 26 Node2Vec Embedding 

 

 

Figure 27 Tabular Visualization of Node2vec 

FastRp 

FastRp is used for learning distributed node representations in a graph and is also faster 

than node2vec and deep walk algorithm for real-world networks. 
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Figure 28 FastRp 

 

Figure 29 Tabular visualisation of FastRp 

Limitations 

I would like to mention about the limitations which I face during my entire research process. 

Due to 8GB memory dataset processing took too long. Therefore, I had to perform algorithms 

on subset of dataset. Since the Contact Tracing is on cloud environment every time, I had to 

connect local database to cloud database. Due to session time out error I had to remove the 

session time out values. Scalability of algorithm would need be tested in cloud-based version. 

Subset of the data was used in the research Query cannot be stored in Neo4j.No security is 

provided at data level. While connecting neo4j to python everyday I had to update the 

password in python file as it was on cloud environment. 
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future work 
I would like to conclude that algorithm used for this research has been explained in detailed. 

This research explains the 6 business cases and depending on the use case the algorithm has 

been applied provided by Neo4j.Contact Tracing is an open source dataset and using this 

dataset I have implemented the technical knowledge of the different algorithms for building 

a real time application in Neo4j.With use of the knowledge graph and data science methods 

like PageRank, overlap similarity, degree of centrality, betweenness centrality, Louvain 

community detection, we were able to understand the relationship between COVID 19 sick 

people and the healthy people. It was a big challenge to load the massive data and find the 

relationship within the data to build the graph data structure without hampering the actual 

relationship by using Knowledge Graph. Hence, I would like to conclude that using knowledge 

graph is very effective and it allows the queries to execute fast and we can also extend the 

database if required without disturbing the current functionality. 

Future Work 

The future work of this research will be that with the help of knowledge graph and machine 

learning we can use more algorithm to find the accurate result. Today Neo4j is supporting 50 

algorithms out of those I have used only 6 algorithms. This research can be further be 

extended by using more algorithms to find out the accurate result with the help machine 

learning technology can work on the precision of the results and expand the capability of 

machine learning. Scalability of the graph algorithm could be explored on a larger dataset. 
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Appendix  
 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

1) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 1 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 1 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

1) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 1 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 1 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

2) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 2 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 2 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

3)File Name: Proposed solution for use case 3 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 3 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

4) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 4 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 4 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

5) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 5 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 5 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

6) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 6 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 6 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

7) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 7 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 7 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

8) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 8 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 8 in neo4j 

Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

9) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 9 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 6 in neo4j 
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Folder name: Neo4j Cypher queries 

10) File Name: Proposed solution for use case 10 

The file contains the code for the proposed use case 10 in neo4j 

Folder name: Node2vec code 

11)  File Name: Node2vec.cyp 

The file contains the code for the Node2vec code 

Folder name: Python code 

12)  File Name: Python code 

The file contains the code for the python code 

Folder name: FastRp code 

13) File Name: FastRp code 

The file contains the code for the FastRp code 

 

 


